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Sasha has decided to forge a life outside of the Clans and away from Tigerstar's evil plots and

plans. But life as a rogue is much harder than she expects, and Sasha soon starts to lose hope. Will

she be forced to wander alone forever, scrapping for every meal and fighting with the cruel,

territorial cats who dwell in the alleys of Twolegplace?
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I became interested in this series for youths after I read Warriors: The Ultimate Guide (Warriors field

guide). I got hooked on the graphic novel versions of this cat series and just finished reading volume

#2 (Escape from the forest (Warriors Tigerstar & Sasha) in this series. What I find especially

interesting in this specific series is how the author gives some lessons in life that young people may

or may not be ready for. Like the first story in this series. This story is very dark as Sasha searches

for her old human friend Ken and realizes she will never find him.She is lonely but winds up with a

captain on his boat. These are happy times for Sasha but again the author, in an attempt I think, to

show that real life is full of happy and sad things, positive and negative experiences, dark and light

times. In one respect it is wonderful to teach about the facts of reality in a childrenÃ¢Â€Â™s book;

however, I can also see some children will also be turned off by this series. In most

childrenÃ¢Â€Â™s books there is conflict, (Cinderella, Beauty and the Beast, Jack and the bean stalk



etc.) but the endings are always positive and upbeat.In any case, as a cat lover I liked this graphic

novel and look forward to the further adventures of Sasha in her search for happiness, peace and

love.Rating: 4 Stars. Joseph J. Truncale (Author: Zen Poetry Moments: Haiku and Senryu for

special occasions).

I really wasn't looking forward to this book, since the first one REALLY sucked, so I just bought it

last week since I am obsessed with having every Warrior Cat book, no matter its rating. I was

slightly startled to see that it was a bit better than I'd expected. Sure, it was, by far, nowhere close to

a real Warrior book, but it had a kinda engaging plot line and left the reader with a bit of a

cliffhanger, when she mentioned her kits being born. That's what I'm really looking forward to,

seeing Hawkkit & Mothkit in Manga. Strangely, I read the summary of the next Sasha Manga and

noticed that there will be a third kit called Tadpole. So maybe the books just go from dull, to okay, to

good and it's going to get more interesting.No, don't buy it, since it's honestly not worth 6 or 7 bucks

for the slightly jacked-up drawings and small thickness, but you could borrow it from a friend or the

library or buy it "for your Warrior Cat loving friend" and read it before giving it to them.Hope this

helped~~Moonwhisker~~

My daughter is a Erin Hunter fan and loves anything Warrior cats. When she realized she hadn't

read the entire magna series we bought the entire set on . For those unaware the magna series are

written more in comic book form rather than an actual book. If you have read all the other warrior cat

series you will want to complete this series as well.

My grandson has read every book she has published in this series. He can't wait until she writes

another. I have purchased all of them from  and have been wonderfully satisfied with all my

purchases and the timely arrival of all of them. The last one was due to be delivered around Dec 3.

His birthday was on the 19th of November, When I called , the book was not ready for release until

Nov 22nd, but they sent it immediatly after release so he did not have to wait until Dec to get it.What

a surprise.

My daughter loves this book and all the other books in this series. I actually enjoy the book very

much as well. Anything to keep her reading and as she enjoys these books she's going to venture

out reading other books, so this has helped to get started on her reading path.



i loved this book, the plot line was great and had a great adventure set for Sasha.i woul recommend

reading ot.It is one of my personal favorate warriors manga books ive ever read.I rate 5 out of 5!!!

I bought this for Christmas upon request for my daughter, and she loves it! These are a fun twist on

the Warriors books.

I enjoyed reading this book and I thought it had the best storyline so far of all the Warriors manga

besides the rise of Scourge.My main beef with this and the other manga in the series is that the

drawings need to be of higher quality. I want a visual feast when I open these books. The drawings

don't seem to be much better than what you'd see in a Saturday comic strip. One of the reasons to

get manga is to really appreciate the drawings and I don't think these are as of high a quality as they

could be.Also I think it would be nice if they would do colored manga rather than black and white. I

know most comic books are black and white, but if the drawings were as they are, then it would add

more interest.I'm looking forward to reading the third one because I want to see Sasha's kits.One

thing I do like about the Tigerstar and Sasha series is that it really did draw me in to Sasha's story.
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